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Case study
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BA assisted a private equity firm throughout the entire investment
process, from strategy to managing prospective investors

Client background


The client is a Dubai based private equity firm focused on investing in and developing companies operating in the emerging economies of Africa
and Asia region



The client wanted to invest in a company engaged in hard discount retail in Turkey, by adopting a “buy and build” model –acquiring 3–4 smaller
regional players to create an entity, and then expanding operations to achieve a pan-Turkey presence



The client engaged BA to shadow its activities throughout the investment process, from validating the investment rationale for Turkey, the Turkish
retail and hard discount industry, and further by managing the financial model of the operating company, talking to investors, managing the data
room access, among others

Key highlights


The study entailed detailed analysis of the food retail industry and the hard discount industry in Turkey, in terms size, growth, regulatory scenario,
key trends, drivers and inhibitors of growth, etc. It also included a study of the macroeconomic factors effecting the Turkish economy



BA also worked on a detailed financial model of the operating company, with sensitivities done at various levels



In addition, BA is also involved in the discussions with investors, has control over the data room used to share information with potential investors,
and also assists the operating team to prepare themselves for any due diligence
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How will the
investment be valued
at exit? What will be
the returns for
investors under
various scenarios?

What will be the
operating company’s
strategy and roll-out
plan?
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How will the data
room function?
Which investor will
have access to the
data room? Who will
track the activities in
the data room?

Based on in-depth research and analytical capabilities, BA justified
the case of investing in Turkey and its hard discount industry
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Based on in-depth research, BA showed that the food retail market in
Turkey is fragmented and growing, offering headroom for new players
to enter the industry, thus making case for a start-up company.
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BA developed the “why Turkey”
proposition by showing competitive
positioning of Turkey amongst other
emerging and European economies.
Based on in-depth research on Turkish Food retail industry, BA
indentified the past and expected growth trends of various retail formats
and concluded the Turkish discount segment as the fastest growing.
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BA coordinated with the operating team to incorporate the project
concept , investment thesis roll-out plan and strategy
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Organic and Inorganic growth plans were
graphically represented for better and clear
understanding for the investors.
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After thorough understanding of the operating
company’s “buy and build” investment strategy, BA
assisted in preparing the investment rationale case
for the Project.
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Scenario analysis was developed on exit value and exit IRR
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BA conducted sensitivity analysis on the exit values and
IRR, for different exit years, led by changes in store
expansion strategy, exit multiples, and capital expenditure.
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BA conducted research on the expected valuation multiples of
various competitors and based on that research, suggested the
exit valuation for the investment. Investment returns, which can
be realized over different holding periods were also calculated.
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BA is managing the functioning of the deal’s data room structure and
the access to all prospective investors
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How will the data
room function?
Which investor will
have access to the
data room? Who will
track the activities in
the data room?
BA is responsible in tracking the
investors’ activities in the data room and
sends daily status to the PE client.
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BA is managing the deal’s data room, which
is a portal where deal-related information like
the investment analysis memorandum, the
research related to it, and the financial model
is shared with the prospective investors.
BA designed the structure of the data room
for the client.

BA along with the client is involved in deciding
how the research should be presented to the
prospective clients, and what will be the level
of data sharing, which is based on the level of
discussion between the PE client and the
prospective investor.
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